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Abstract:  

      Considering efforts for hot atom vapor-nanophotonic integration as a new paradigm in 

quantum optics, in this paper, we introduce 1D photonic crystal-Rb vapor cell as structure with 

miniaturized interaction volume. The Bloch surface wave (BSW) excited on surface of a 

photonic crystal as electromagnetic hosting photonic mode, and altered the optical response of 

Rb atoms in the vicinity of surface. Coupling of atomic states with BSW confined modes would 

lead to quantum interference effects and results in nonlinearities in resonant coupling of atoms 

with BSW. We show Bloch surface wave induced transparency is highly stable under a change 

of incidence angle. Our results show slight changes in transitions detuning’s due to nonlinear 

interactions like the Casimire-Polder effect under change of localized density of optical states.  

 

Keywords: Bloch surface waves; one-dimensional photonic crystal; BSW-atom coupling, 

EIT-like resonance  

 

I. Introduction 

         Interests on design and construction miniaturized new-born quantum devices and atomic 

chips motivated scientists to investigate atom-light interactions in nanostructures. 

Miniaturization and integration of nanophotonic-atomic physics would result in enhancement 



of interactions of atoms with confined light field as a consequence of scale down of the efficient 

interaction volume. Due to the nonlinear phenomena that may occur, studying the interaction 

of atoms and light in the vicinity of high-intensity and limited fields in a smaller volume 

becomes more important. Promising paradigms For miniaturization based on integration of 

atom-nanophotonics context exploits different types of evanescent fields, regarding favourable 

properties. The interaction of the atom and tail of the evanescent field has been investigated in 

structures such as integrated hollow waveguides [1,2], solid core waveguides [3, 4], and 

integrated ring resonators [5,6] have been designed. For example one of the extend studied 

types of the evanescent fields is surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) which confines 

electromagnetic field in the planar interface between a thin metal film and a desired dielectric 

medium or our aim atomic media[7]. One of the features of SPP’s is highly modulable resonant 

fields depending on excitation configuration that would make it candidate in specific atom-SPP 

interaction like all-opticl switching [8], and our recently work as multifunctional logic gates 

[9]. SPP’s mode dissipation by temperature increasion caused from ohmic losses of metals[10], 

introduce new bottlenecks for many  atomic hot vapor applications based on SPP’ evanescent 

field spectroscopy. Here we want to introduce Bloch surface waves (BSW) as a candidate 

evanescent field to be coupled to hot atomic vapor, considering neglible changes under changes 

of excitation configuration, specially incidence angle and temperature changes. 

     BSWs take advantage of inconsiderable ohmic loss with possibility to propagte at the 

interface between periodic dielectric multilayer and a surrounding medium in the scale of  

millimeter length. BSW’s also, represent chance to generate great enhancements of TE or TM 

polarized evanescent fields [11,12].  

BSWs in photonic crystals (PCs) are known as very broad applications in sensing [13-16], 

Control of emission properties of emitters [17], surface-enhanced Raman scattering [18,19], 

enhanced fluorescence detection[20,21], trapping Au particles[22] and BSW-based integrated 



photonic platforms, such as 2D lens[23], optical resonator[24,25], flat reflector[26], 

nanocoupler[27] and so on. As a consequence, by designing nanostructure on the surface of the 

photonic crystal, Bloch surface modes can be guided in polymeric ridge [28], curved 

waveguides [29], and Optical resonators [25]. Feasibility of stimulation of the BSW’s in 

resonator configuration promises facilities for investigation of the interactions in atom-cavity 

coupled systems, without dealing with complexities like couplers for excitation of resonator 

modes. 

Numerous publications show some fundamental phenomena arising from coupling of hot or 

cold atoms to confined field [30,31]. Comparing complexities of atom trapping configurations 

with compatibility of hot vapor systems to be integrated in guided light systems, inspires many 

studies onto investigation of hot atomic vapors hybridization with confined light. Coupling of 

atomic states with photonic confined modes would lead to quantum interference effects and 

results in phenomena like as Fano resonance, EIT-like resonance, and nonlinear 

interactions[8,32,33]. Resonant coupling of hot flying atoms with the photonic modes in solid 

substrates depends on properties of both sides of coupled structure. Optical response of hot 

atom-confined mode hybridization will undergo variations by shifts on interaction 

configuration like, interaction time of atoms with photonic field, or photonic mode properties 

specially, field strengths and resonance frequency.  

1D PC-atomic cell structure and BSW-atomic state hybridization introduced in this report is 

introduced for first time, to best of our knowledge. we consider the Bloch surface wave as a 

candidate for the miniaturization of atomic vapor cells, and try to investigate the effects of 

pivotal properties of BSW excitation configuration on coupling of the BSW-atom and resultant 

linear and nonlinear interactions between them. We believe higher values of efficiency in the 

coupling of Bloch surface waves and atoms can be achieved in the newborn BSW-atomic cells.  



II. Material and Method: 

 At first glance, we fabricate 1D periodic photonic crystal structure by 

BK7/(SiO2/ZrO2)
12/SiO2 construction. The design wavelength in the fabrication process was 

set to 808nm in quarter wavelength selection to reach the D2 line of Rb vapor in the PBG 

region.  

     Finally, the transmission and reflection spectrum of the fabricated sample was taken and 

simulated with the 2*2-based transfer matrix (TMM) method. Considering the Bloch theorem, 

a wave propagating through a periodic medium may exit only if it keeps the same amplitude 

but with a constant phase shift across the photonic band gap (PBG).  

      BSW-atomic cell was fabricated with the aid of a rubidium-filled glass cell and was 

attached to the photonic crystal by epoxy in such a way that the photonic crystal surface is in 

the vicinity of rubidium vapor. The substrate of PC was contacted with the prism using an index 

match (Figure(3a)). To reach proper density of Rb atomic vapor, the fabricated cell was heated 

up to 700c by our homemade heater. 

      The wave vector of BSW lies beyond the light line, and it can’t couple in the air. Thus, TIR 

configuration is needed for BSW excitation [11]. Furthermore, to excite more efficient surface 

Bloch wave in the PBG of structure, we use kerstchmann configuration to cover our purpose 

incidence angles. To evaluate the BSW wave in the sample, the reflection spectrum of the 

sample was measured as a function of the incident angle of light, at 795 nm, on the reflecting 

face of the prism. After that, the sample was put into the frequency modulation spectroscopy 

setup as shown schematically in Fig.1. In this experimental setup, frequency-modulated light 

from distributed feedback (DFB) diode laser , with wavelength of 795 nm Corresponding to 

the D1 line of Rubidium, after a pass from Glan Taylor prism, reflects from prism coupled 

BSW-atomic cell and reaches to the lock-in amplifier (LIA) connected detector. Then lock-in 



amplifier demodulated and amplified this signal which was locked on the frequency of the laser 

driving current generated by a function generator. In the measurement process, the laser's 

optical frequency was scanned across the hyperfine structure of Rb. (As shown schematically 

in Fig. (1)).  

 

Figure1: Schematic diagram of experimental setup used for measure reflectance from boundary of coated PC and Rb vapor. 
Inset reperesents level scheme schematics for EIT-like in a  three-level system. The incedent mode coupled directly to the bloch 
surface mode which called bright mode. coupling between incident mode to the atomic states is impossible thus atomic states 
are dark mode. The coupling between the Bloch surface state and the discrete atomic state  is also possible with a coupling 
coefficient.The two possible trajectories, namely,|𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ → |𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩and|𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ →
|𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ → |𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ → |𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ interfere destructively and lead to the EIT-like phenomena. 

In frequency modulation measurements, the output signal from the lock-in amplifier is 

proportional to the derivative of the atomic absorption signal. Therefore, the measured 

spectrum from a Lorentzian atomic absorption is dispersion-like. Because, in many cases, 

people use this dispersion, like the signal from LIA, as an error signal in control systems. In 

this paper, we call 1st harmonic output of our FM spectroscopy measurements “error signal”.   



III. Results and Discussion: 

The reflective index distribution and transmittance spectrum of our PC Simulation and 

measurement results are shown in Fig (2a,b) Respectively. This confirms the PBG in the range 

of 700 to 900nm. This PBG covers our aim BSW in the D1 line of Rb vapor. The slight 

difference between the experimental and simulation results is due to the disorder in the 

thickness of the layers during the deposition process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(2): (a) reflective index distribution of photonic crystal. (b) Transmission spectrum as function of the vawelength,  
simulation( red line) and experimental(dashed blue line). 

 After evaluating the main PC, we record the BSW in the PBG by angular modulation in the 

Krestchmann configuration, as shown in Figure (3b). This sample's reflection spectrum was 

measured without considering the effect of rubidium atoms at the angles after the total internal 

reflection angle (42°). The BSW-atomic cell was mounted on a rotation stage, and using the 

wavelength of 795, which corresponds to the Rb D1 line, the reflection spectrum of the sample 

was measured. As shown in figure (3, b), three reflective dips are observed, two related to guide 

modes in crystal photonics and one related to Bloch surface mode. The narrow and deep 

resonance at an angle of 64.50° indicates a BSW mode whose field distribution is maximized 

in the last layer of the PC, and light confinement occurs on the side of the substrate PC. The 

other dip is related to the excitation of the Bloch-guided modes associated with the band edge 
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photonic crystal. Guide modes are not surface modes because their field distributions are 

maximized in the center of the multilayer [34]. 

       Figure (3c) shows the reflection spectrum of our BSW-atomic cell’s response at a 64.50-

degree Incidence angle while the laser current swept to include the transitions corresponding 

to 𝐹𝑔 = 2 → 𝐹𝑒  for 87,85Rb, 𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒  for 85Rb and 𝐹𝑔 = 1 → 𝐹𝑒 for 87Rb. A comparison of 

reflection from the BSW-atomic boundary (red line) with the absorption of flying bulk vapor 

atoms shows two error signals are symmetric regarding the intensity axis. As the output of LIA 

in FM spectroscopy (error signal) is derivative of real data, inversion of intensity changes in 

reflection compared to absorption data means BSW-atomic coupling leads to induced 

transparency in hyperfine line detuning. In our hybrid system, induced transparency 

phenomena is formed due to the coupling of a BSW (bright mode) and atomic states (dark 

mode) as shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 1. Coupling description using the model of 

two coupled classical damped harmonic oscillators is as follows [35]: 

(
𝜔𝑏 − 𝜔 − 𝑖𝛾𝑏                        𝑔        
𝑔                                  𝜔𝑎 − 𝜔 − 𝑖𝛾𝑎

) (
𝑥𝑏

𝑥𝑎
) = 𝑖 (

𝐸0

0
) 

       Here xb and xa are oscillator amplitudes (charge displacement) of BSW and atomic mode, 

ωb and  ωa  are central frequency of Bloch surface resonant and atomic resonant, γb and γa 

damping parameter of Bloch surface mode and atomic mode, ω  is the Laser frequency of 

incident light, and g is the coupling constant between two oscillators, which determines the 

strength of the interaction between the Bloch mode and the atomic mode. Since the laser light 

has no interaction with the atomic environment, on the right side of the equation, the external 

force to the oscillator corresponding to the atom is zero. The number of layers of the photonic 

structure of the crystal does not allow the laser light to reach the atomic environment. In this 

hybrid system, it is much smaller than the damping parameter of Bloch and atom modes (g ≪

γb or γa). The atomic oscillator amplitude is 



𝑥𝑎(𝜔) =
𝑖𝑔𝐸0(𝜔𝑎 − 𝜔 − 𝑖𝛾𝑎)

(𝜔𝑏 − 𝜔) × (𝜔𝑎 − 𝜔) − 𝑖𝛾𝑎(𝜔𝑏 − 𝜔) − 𝑖𝛾𝑏(𝜔𝑎 − 𝜔) − 𝛾𝑏𝛾𝑎 − 𝑔2
          

 By multiplying the charge by the displacement of the atomic charge, it is possible to calculate 

the Polarizability, P, which is proportional to complex susceptibility χ and external field E. 

Since𝛾𝑏 ≫ 𝛾𝑎, 𝑥𝑎 ∝ 𝜒𝑎, the susceptibility of the Bloch mode is not affected by this coupling, 

but the susceptibility of atoms changes due to this coupling according to equation 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(3): Design and characterization of a BSW-atomic vapor cell. (a) Photograph of BSW-atomic rubidium vapor cell. (b) 
Angular reflectivity of proposed cell at t the angles after the total internal reflection angle (42°). Inset shows Photograph of 
the bare photonic crystal coupled prism. (c) reflection of the BSW-atomic system at Bloch surface resonance angle(red line). 
Transmission through a reference Rb cell  is presented by the dashed black lines. 

 

In the deep of the Bloch surface wave(Bloch resonance angle), 𝜔𝑏 = 𝜔𝑎 = 𝜔, therefore, 

susceptibility of the atom will be proportional to 𝒳𝑎 ∝ −
𝑔𝛾𝑎

𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑏−𝑔2   Using equation 1. Since the 

energy absorption is related to the imaginary part of the susceptibility of the atomic mode and 
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under the mentioned conditions, we do not have an imaginary part, so the atom's absorption is 

zero, and the atom becomes transparent.  

Due to the damping coefficient of the oscillator, even if the system is in its natural motion 

(without external force), the natural frequency of the oscillator is 𝜔𝑓 = √𝜔2
𝑏 − 𝛾2

𝑏
/4. The 

dynamic change of the damping coefficient of this oscillator causes the modulation of the 

resonant frequency of the Bloch surface mode. We did measurements at different angles to 

observe the effect of a change in the angle of incidence of light in the reflection response of a 

BSW-atomic coupled structure (Fig 4). The results show a slight change in the angle of 

incidence of light about the BSW resonance angle, which has no considerable effect on 

reflected intensity. In fact, induced transparency phenomena are seen without perturbations in 

all different angles. As atom states are almost stable under changes of measurement geometry, 

from two coupled states analysis, we know this behavior is only valid if BSW resonance 

frequency doesn’t change under a change in angle of incidence. The most common reason 

causing a change in the resonance frequency of the surface wave under a change of angle of 

incidence is a change in damping of resonant mode [8]. We believe the stability of BSW 

damping under a change in the angle of incidence is related to the origin of the Bloch mode. 

 The net damping of a surface wave (including BSW) consists of three different types, known 

as leakage damping (𝛾𝐿), internal damping of materials carrying surface waves (𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) and 

Surface scattering (𝛾𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡). Leakage damping results from energy leakage from BSW modes 

back into the prism and fully depends on the angle of incident light. Due to the bandgap of the 

multi-layered structure of the photonic crystal, a small amount of energy returns to the prism, 

therefore changing on an angle around the Bloch resonance angle, 𝛾𝐿does not change much in 

energy leakage, nor does the leakage damping. On the other hand, the internal damping and 

surface scatterings arising from inherent losses and the ingredients of photonic crystal and 



interfacial roughness don’t change under a change of angle of incidence. Considering these 

facts, a very good approximation, the total damping of BSW mode under the change of angle, 

would be considered zero [11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(4): Measured reflection spectrum as a function of frequency detuning at incidence of light angular modulation of 
selected transition line about 0.1 degree. two vertical lines represent 𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒 = 2and 𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒 = 3 transitions of 
85Rb. 

 

As discussed, hot atomic vapor-nanophotonic integrated systems are candidates for scalable 

and easy-to-run quantum devices.  One of the important considerations in integrating atom-

nanophotonic is the mutual effect of optical mode and atomic states on each other, Although 

any change in properties of atomic states is of greater importance.  In our proposed hybrid 

system, the linewidth of Rb atomic transitions in the reference cell is 688.2 MHz, but in the 

reflection spectrum from a coupled state, the linewidth is 993.6 MHz. The main reasons for 

these broadenings are Doppler broadening and Transient time broadening. Increased Doppler 

broadening caused by bigger k vector of evanescent wave (BSW) compared with free space 
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light (𝑘𝑆𝐵𝑊. 𝑣 > 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡. 𝑣).  The transition time broadening gets dominant when atom-surface 

wave interaction time gets shorter than the net lifetime of an atom under natural and doppler 

broadenings. Because interaction time is inversely proportional to the interaction length (spatial 

expansion of surface wave), an increase in the interaction length of the atom-surface wave leads 

to an increase in interaction time. As a result, the transition time broadening gets ineffective. 

Since the spatial distribution of the Bloch surface mode along the interface is several microns, 

the reduction in the transition time broadening of atoms touched by BSW is much shorter than 

other surface waves, such as highly damping surface plasmon polariton. We expect BSW mode 

to be a good candidate for the miniaturization of hot vapor atomic devices. 

Photonic modes in nanophotonic structures possess features like high-intensity 

electromagnetic fields in small mode volumes that would enhance the interaction of atoms with 

the electromagnetic field. Although the large cooperativity of atoms with photonic modes is 

manifested in many quantum mechanical applications, the large gradient of an intense 

electromagnetic field in the vicinity of a surface of nanostructures would make atom- 

electromagnetic field interactions sophisticated. In the case of atom-BSW coupling, a 

modulation in the coupled state would be possible by modulation of the angle of incidence of 

light. In our proposed structure, a change in incidence angle will strongly affect the local 

density of photonic states of nanophotonic mode (LDPS). It is well known that a change in 

LDPS would change the electronic states of the atom [36]. Here to show the impact of LDPS 

on atomic transitions, we slightly swept the incidence angle of light on BSW-atomic vapor 

structure and did measurements in a small detuning range of 𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒 = 2and 𝐹𝑔 = 3 →

𝐹𝑒 = 3 transitions of 85Rb. Fig 4 shows the error signal when reflection from 1D-PC is 

minimum; we call it zero resonance angle. An interesting phenomenon observed here is a slight 

change in reflected intensity exactly in the position of  𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒 = 2and 𝐹𝑔 = 3 → 𝐹𝑒 =

3 transitions of 85Rb. It must be noted that Doppler and transient time broadenings are still 



dominant. Still, we believe this increased spectral resolution would result from the saturation 

of the atoms in the must probable thermal velocity in the vicinity of a highly intense evanescent 

field. From Fig4 (a, b & c), its clear slight change of angle of incidence from resonance angle 

makes a small shift (several MHz) on transitions detuning. To understand this behavior, we 

consider the effect of nonlinear interactions like the Casimire-Polder effect and the change of 

LDPS. Our results confirm that BSW's arrangement of photonic states exited in resonance 

angle neutralize any shift on atomic transitions. 

 

IV. Conclusion: 

   In sum, we fabricate a BSW-atom cell based on one-dimensional photonic crystal and 

rubidium hot vapor for the first time. Due to the BSW's low loss and high penetration depth, 

we assume the main casmier-polder effect onto the LDPS and slight shift and change in the 

transition line resolution and broadening. We believe the stability of BSW damping under a 

change of angle of incidence as leakage damping (𝛾𝐿), internal damping of materials carrying 

surface waves (𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡) and Surface scattering (𝛾𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡). In addition, Doppler and transient time 

broadenings still are dominant. Still, we believe this increased spectral resolution would result 

from the saturation of the atoms in the must probable thermal velocity in the vicinity of a highly 

intense evanescent field. 
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